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Name:  Zhang li

Nationality:  China

Birthplace:  In urumqi, xinjiang

Date of birth : 1969.5

Graduate institutions: Xinjiang medical university

Oncology medicine graduate tutor
Master tutor
Chief physician Professor
Employment

- The first affiliated hospital of Xinjiang Medical University Medical VIP Director.
- The executive committee of the Chinese older oncology.
- The specialized research fund for the first sound anti-tumor treatment review committee.
- Xinjiang Gerontology Learning to Cancer Prevention and Control of Professional Committee.
- Xinjiang Anticancer Chemotherapy, deputy director of professional committee of the association.
Oncology medicine, Individualized treatment of esophageal cancer and the application of national medicine in the prevention and cure of malignant tumor are the main research direction.
To undertake research projects

- To predict the curative effect of patients with locally advanced esophageal cancer radiation and chemotherapy in Xinjiang: the preliminary screening of molecular markers

- Prediction of Kazak in Xinjiang, Uygur group of patients with esophageal cancer rehabilitation efficacy of sensitive difference protein preliminary screening
The esophageal uyugur classification standard, the comprehensive treatment of curative effect and the relationship of serum proteomic spectra characteristics

Protemics study of Uygur and Kazak abnormal savada type esophageal cancer molecular biomakers to predict the efficacy of proteomics research
The scientific article

Core journals published more than 30 papers: published 3 papers with SCI, Core journals published more than 20 papers. Won the state science and technology progress second prize, Science and technology progress prize at the provincial level 2 items. Participate in programming of 2 books.
Molecular Biomarkers & Diagnosis
Related Journals

- Advancements in Genetic Engineering
- Journal of Molecular and Genetic Medicine
For Upcoming Conferences

- http://www.conferenceseries.com/